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I want to know God's heart, love the things He loves, do the thin*
He does, see with His eyes, ask and receive His understanding, ari
live for Jesus with the same passion with which He died for me.
KarifiBa
Edwards 9.4.1984 - 11.13.2005
I want to be remembered as
God's hands, feet, and mouth-
piece on earth - a living ex-
ample of Christ, who not only
had God's Word hidden in my
heart, but also lived by it.
I want people to remember me
as a souled-out woman of God
who unashamedly proclaimed
truth and boldly followed
God's voice. I want people
to say that I was so sensi-
tive to God's voice and His
Spirit that I followed His
will without exception.
Throughout my life, as I have
read about or seen examples of
the type of person I would like
to be, I have noticed that those
people are all passionate and
talented yet humble and wise.
I would be most honored to be
likened to these people, and
compliments from them mean the
world to me.
Jesus said to let our light shine before men
that they may see our good works and glorify
our Father in Heaven - that is what I want to
do, to shine brightly in every area of life,
but to do so in a way that would direct the
glory and attention solely to God and inspire
others to live even more passionate lives for
Him.
December 21, 2004, the day
Patrick went home to be with
His Heavenly Father and to
begin the greatest adventure
of all. We will miss him, but
know we will see him soon.
Patrick
2.3.1983 - 12.21.2004
s friends at George Fox became his
ily and enjoyed extreme sports with
int. The love of his life was Liz
ark and they had amazing plans for
leir future together. His profes-
^s understood him, held his feet to
e fire, and allowed him to have the
jrsonal relationships that were so
ortant to him. His May term to New
?aland and Australia was a turning
int in his life. He realized what
)mmunity" meant and was grateful to
be part of one.
Ls life was not in Vain...
i will love him forever...
e will love him always...
IVI
Kibler
His true legacy was
his relationships.
Being able to help
others think through
their situations to
achieve a positive
and Godly resolution
was always his goal
.
Patrick, along with
his brothers Kevin
and Scott, had plans
to start a company
named Niveus. In
his honor a schol-
arship fund was
started at George
Fox which will fund
future Senior
Capstone classes.
February 3, 1983,
the day Patrick
Robert Kibler came
bursting forth with
energy and loud
lungs. He became a
Child of God at the
age of 3 and loved
Him his whole life.
His favorite Bible
verses were Romans
5:1-5. He prayed
for his brothers be-
fore they were born
and his true legacy
to them was mentor-
ing them and spend-
ing time with them.
He loved just being
with them in the
boat, playing Risk,
shooting hoops, or
lifting weights. He
treasured his time
in Alaska hiking
with his Dad and
homeschooling with
his brothers and his
Mom.
Oh my! Alison Towne enjoys a midafter-
noon snack of cheese puffs and whipped
cream at a Young Life event.
m*~ ^Ei/ifi
A pretty girl on a pretty day. Reyna
Salinas enjoys a quiet moment at the
pumpkin patch.

Right: Taylor
Martin and
Kendall Smither-
man play an en-
dearing game of
"Honey, do you
love me?"
Sometimes
everyone needs
a small study
break, and often
random
entertainment is
the most effective
way of relaxing
one's brain.
Above: Leanne Madore
and Aiko Tomiyama chat
with some friends at the
Houses and Apartments'
end of the year party.
Above: Katie Heater
appears to be
enjoying her Anatomy
and Physiology book.
Above: Theresa Rardi
and Christina Griev
hug and make up afte
their frosting figh
during the UHall 3
Christmas party
Left:
Enjoying
the sunny
Above: Emily Myers is ecstatic that
she happened to be the lucky winner
of a brand new pair of water wings.
Now all she needs is a puddle!
Left: The ever-photogenic Molly
Boyle, Heather Mellema, and Laura
Harris enjoy themselves at a Houses
and Apartments barbeque.
Above: Audience of "Let's
Make a Deal" watch the stage
with great anticipation
to see what's behind the
curtain.
Right: Kendall Payne performs
for Fox students during the
Spring Concert.
whirlv/in
activities
Lab Rats take it! Mark Starr and Travis Lund(pictured
right, along with Mark Starr) impress the audience with
their mad skills during the Lip Sync. The Lip Sync is
just one of the many activites that GFU has to offer for
students to participate in and watch.
Right: Students swing the
night away at the Jingle Bell
Hop, held this year at the
Tiffany Center.
Middle: Everyone is finding
their retro groove at the
70 's Dance.
Far Right: The Dating Game
host with the most, Marty
Shaw, interviews bachelor
Zachary Assink.
Left: Linnea
Strandy, Ashley
Stallman and Julie
Condie pose with
Santa Claus.
Below: Kiersten
Luginbill and
Justin Hudec
attended the
Fall Festival as
Saturday Night
Live's Spartan
Cheerleaders Ariana
and Craig.
Right: Ali Reti
sings for the
Campus Album
Release Party.
liddle Right: Jake
Moe dresses up in
"bedsheet costume"
for "Let's Make a
Deal !
"
Below: Satan's
personal announcer,
Jeff Bader, shrugs
his shoulders in
the Sin Game.
Below Right:
Kiersten Luginbill
and Justin Hudec
save the day with
their cheer.
caught on film
Left: Julie Kleese gets her groove on at a toga
party.
Below: Meridith Lundy and Deidre Rhodes discover
that thing called a nose.
Some of the best memories are
not captured in pictures, but
they are implanted in our hearts
and minds forever. We can only
attempt to capture a fraction of
the special memories that are
shared throughout the year.
Below:
entral
mittee
Below: Adam Clough,
Director of the Campus
Album Project, shows his
dark side. This year's
album featured many fine
student talents, as well
as the Chapel Band.
Below: Central
Committee Secretary
Travis Shafer and
Supreme Court Chief
Justice Jon Hanson.
easurer
Troy
Snyder,
Activities
Director
Paige Brown,
and Commu-
nications
Director
Evangeline |
Pattison.
ASC/Communicatio
Burning lights late at night, ASC
Central Committee and the Communications
Department work through blood, sweat, and
tears to meet their goals and deadlines.
During that time frlCndfihiPB are
made which will lHf?t A, lifetime. Above: Central Committe
Christian Services Directo
Stefanie Philips and Studen
Chaplain Beth Klopfenstein
Left: Central Committee Vice
President Gregory Bowman and
President Matthew Cox.
Left (left
right): KFOX
Radio was
staffed by Dane
Coppini, Evan
Schanzenbach,
Jonathan Grover,
Jillyn Chang,
Kirk Grover (Not
Pictured: Josh
Nauman)
.
Above (left to
right): Melanie
Mock, Dan Bennett,
Crystal Farnsworth,
John Middleton,
Ann Dorn, Jessica
Trout, Benjamin Mock
(Mascot), and Charity
Edwards served as the
Crescent's Editorial
Staff.
Left Cleft to right):
This year's Darkroom
staff consisted of
Breanne Reeve, Brian
Rurik, Molly Boyle,
Annie Brown, and
Deidre Rhodes.
muBic
to our
Right:
The flute
section adds
a special
sound unlike
any other.
Above: Stephanie
Fisher and her harp
accompany the Concert
Choir.
Above Right: Members
of the Concert Choir
during their Christmas
Concert.
Right: Tim McFarlan
during a Symphonic
Band Concert.
Below: Pat Vandehey
conducts the Symphonic
Band at their Winter
Concert.
Below: Bryan Gray
toots his horn. French
Horn, that is.
band & choir
Retreats, Bruin Previews, Winter and
Spring concerts, Family Weekend and
oh so much more. The various bands and
choirs at Fox perform at many different
functions throughout the year. After
many hours of practices and rehearsals,
Dve: You play that flute! Holly .
?beck blesses her audience with they are dedicated to bringing the best
r melodious talent. falAnf .
Dve Right: The Concert Choir and musical UOXCJlU they have.
id combine for a joint concert.
Above: Jonathan Davis and Michael
Lynn act the part of Poseidon, the
powerful Greek god.
Right: The ladies chorus advocates
for justice.
ove:
e ladies of the
orus (Holly
bbeck and Jennifer
Iphin) watch as
e Greeks come
d claim them as
aves.
Above
:
Talthibius (Michael
Favale) shows his
contempt for Hecuba
and the rest of the
Trojans.
Above
:
Hecuba and Athena
try to console each
other as their time
to depart their
homeland draws near
smoke on the mountain!
rg|
"Bring them into the filling station. Let 'em get a tBfite of
good old fashioned true f^V&tjOTl. Bring them to the spot
where the glory flows out; it'll make <em cry, it'll make 'em
shout. Everything's free, it'll never run out atthCfillllTg
station." - The Filling
Top: Vera, played by
Megan Weaver, sings
"Blood Medley."
Right: Seth Martin's
character, Burl,
recites his monologue
about trusting in God
when times are rough
and learning to have
a faith like Job.
Far Right: Tristan
Ellingsworth, Stanley, sings
"They're All Going Home but
Me."
Middle Right: Pastor
Oglethorp (Andrew Englen)
speaks to the congregation.
Right: Part of the cast sings
"Transportation Medley
Left: Stephanie Fisher, Andy
Isbell, Jenny Miser, Megan
Weaver, Tristan Ellingsworth
and Seth Martin sing "Built
on the Rock."
Below: Pastor Oglethorp
(Andrew Englen) listens to
June (Stephanie Fisher)
as she tells about the bus
turning over on the way to
church
.
Right: The five
sisters come
together dancing.
Far Right: Maggie
Beth Fuller) throws
herself across the
table to disrupt
Michael's letter
writing.
Far Top Right:
Father Jack (Marty
Shaw) dances to
his own rhythm as
Michael (Tristan
Ellingsworth)and the
girls look on.
Above: Rosey (Susanne
Cordner) enjoys
some fresh picked
bilberries.
Right: Father Jack
(Marty Shaw) recalls
how to sacrifice a
chicken to Chris
(Rachael Perrell)
Far Right: The sisters
stare in sorrow as
Rosey (Susanne Cordner)
walks away.
ancing
flat lughnasa
on the
table was not an
uncommon sight at
the spring mainstage
performance. Their
charming Irish
accents could easily
be heard from any seat
in the house as this
ShOtaT was also set
in the round.
Left: The sisters peek
through the window as Gerry
(Jonathan Davis) swoons
the lovely Chris (Rachael
Perrell)
.
Below: Aggie (Holly
Dobbeck) separates from the
group to dance the military
two step.
Right: Travis Lund is overcome by uncon-
trollable excitement as he is crowned
Mr. Bruin. Andrew Folkert is ready with
a congratulations hug.
Top Right: Dan
redoehl and Anna
Riedl show off
eir tango skills
as Dan's talent,
elow Right: Brian
Zaro and Zach
Assink practice
their cop pose
waiting to catch
the "Bad Boys".
Below: Donny
Miller and Zack
Bascom, with help
from Lindsay
Waring, perform
"Mary Had A Little
Lamb," during
the talent show
portion.
Far Right: Ian
Deming makes a
"Dash for Cash."
Below: Patrick
Shuckerow
performs his
rendition of
"Hero" with some
help from a few
superheros
.
mr. oruin
These yOUDg men had it all.
Talent, coordination, and
a close connection with their
mothers. However, at the end
of the night, only one could
be CrOWTWd Mr. Bruin.
Pictured above, Travis Lund
enthusiastically received his
crown, rightfully deserved after
all of his hard work.
spring f
The Spring FOUDAl
was held on Sunday, April
24, 2005 from 8-llpm at
the Governor's Hotel in
Portland. The evening's
theme was "Simply
Elegant. - Everyone had
a wonderful time dancing
downtown and getting their
groove on!
Middle: Andrew
Newberry and Sarah
Troyer get caught
boogying down.
Right: Melissa
Youngberg and
Justin Hudec bring
up the caboose of
the train.
Above: Annie Brown,
Haley Thornburg,
and Alma Quiroga
take a break from
their dancing to
strike a pose for
the camera.
Left: Everyone
elegantly dances
the night away.
Below: Marty Shaw
gets a surprise
visit all the way
from New York, his
girlfriend Erica.
Far Left: Amy Roseberg and
Mark Starr eagerly await the
next swingin* tune.
Middle Left: Kelly Carroll
shakes it to the music.
[Center: Julie Wilson
flashes a smile at
a Camp Outreach
weekend.
Right: Brian Zaro,
Tyler Olson, and
Zach Assink cheer
for the Girl's
Powderpuff game.
Below: Cherie Beck
escapes the clutches
of Alice Long at the
Powderpuff game.
Right: Greg Bowman,
Adam Clough, and Kelly
Carroll show their pride
after partaking in the
annual Polar Bear Swim.
Left:
Suzanne Wood takes
a little time
out of her day to
experience life as an
extraterrestrial
.
too much to
handle
Left:
Marty Shaw delights
and confuses the crowd
as the emcee for this
year's Dating Game.
Bottom Center:
Matt Cox serenades the Student
Body as he attempts to make
Preview Students feel welcome,
via embarrassment.
Ian Abbott
Ariel Abies
Elizabeth Adams
Bethany Adams
ather Adovnik
Lisa Agra
Elysa Aho
Kathleen Alaimo
iron Alexander
ilie Alexander
Bethany Allen
Meghan Allies
Suzanne Almeida
Amanda Altig
Bevan Alumbaugh
Jacob Ambert
John Anderberg
Benjamin Anderson
Catharine Anderson
Christine Anderson
Elizabeth Anderson
Jason Anderson
Katharine Anderson
Kristine Anderson
Laurie Anderson
Mindy Anderson
Sarah Anderson
Katie Andrews
Nicole Anglin
Elizabeth Ankeny
Brittany Anselmi
Josiah Appert
Trisha Applebee
Charyse Appledoorn
Ayako Arakaki
Miwa Arakaki
Shayla Armstrong
Amanda Aspelund
Zachary Assink
EmilyAnn Atkinson
Jake Atwell-Scrivner
Gordon Avery
Kelly Bachran
Jefferey Bader
Nephi Bahr
Alexander Bai
Joshua Bailey
Gretchen Bail
Brandon Bake
Jeremy Baker
Kory Baker
Morgan Baker
Jennifer Barbero
Noelle Bare
Jeffrey Barram
Jessica Bascom
Zachary Bascom
Jessica Beach
Joshua Beahan
Douglas Beatty
Nathan Beaudry
Rachel Beaulaurier
Jason Beavers
Ian Becker
Trenton Becker
Cherie Beck
Tiffany Behary
Tyler Behrens
Anna Bellamy
Daniel Bennett
Kevin Bennie
Jennifer Benson
Trisha Bergemann
Leah Berrey
Sean Betzer
Jarod Beukelman
Tyler Billings
Marlis Bingham
Amanda Bizeau
Jenna Blackhurst
Victoria Black
Kelly Bladorn
Cherie Blake
Lindsey Blankenship
Allison Bober
Savanna Bohlman
Aaron Bohl
Joshua Bohl
Lauren Borger
Rachel Borgman
Chris Borne
Nichole Bosma
Yiscilla Bowdoin
Sara Bowers
Dillon Boyd
Karissa Boyd
Molly Boyle
Jessica Brackett
David Brandt
Christopher Braniff
Hollee Braun
Tyler Braun
Kimberly Brenner
Nicole Bresnahan
Shelby Briggs
Tami Bringman
Jocelyn Brinlee
Aaron Brown
Annie Brown
Jeremy Brown
JulieKay Brown
Laurie Brown
Paige Brown
Joseph Bruce
Aubrie Bruhns
Rachel Brunner
Andrea Bryan
Tara Budreau
Ryan Bundy
Kelsey Burghardt
Regina Burg
Andrew Burson
Evan Burt
Rebecca Burt
Kersti Bury
Amanda Buss
I 1MB
Jason Buttrick
Bethany Bylsma
Labinot Bytyqi
Acacia Cadorette
Bryce Campbell
Kathryn Campbell
Naomi Cardoza
Jessica Cardwell
Anna Carkin
Kimberly Carrick
Benjamin Carson
Jeremy Castile
Hilary Cathers
Sagina Chacko
Sarah Chamness
Jillyn Chang
Matthew Chang
Carley Chapin
Joseph Chapin
Wendy Chasteen
Chun Cheng
Ho-Tung Cheng
Yiu Cheng
Joseph Chiarelli
Phillip Christiansen
Michael Chuol
Jaime Clapp
Sarah-Shariann Claric
Dawn Clarke
Bryce Clark
Chad Clark
Noah Clark
Katie Clogston
Adam Clough
Bryan Cobb
Christina Coffman
Brea Cohen
Rachel Colbourne
Kimberly Coleman
Tonya Cole
Hannah Combs
Julie Condie
Ryan Conger
Kristin Conlon
Hillary Conner
rystal Conniry
Daniel Connor
Melanie Converse
Zechariah Cook
London Cooper
Dane Coppini
aimee Costello
Brian Cottrell
Michael Craig
Pennie Cramer
Brandon Craven
Kathryn Craven
Samuel Craven
Rebecca Crinnion
Cory Crooks
Shaanon Crouch
Karinda Cruse
Megan Culbertson
Kimberly Cullen
Kelsie Dalke
Amanda Damazo
Cascade Danforth
Marissa Darling
Carol David
Chad Davies
John Davis
Jonathan Davis
Alexandra Dawson
Alexander DeAngelis
Jacqueline DeCicco
Stephanie DeGraff
Mikeah Delaney
Chase Delashmutt
David Delmore
Marcus DeMaster
Ian Deming
Matthew Denham
Stacy Dexter
Raymond De Silva
Robert Dickey
Kyle Didriksen
Tamara Diebel
Jennifer Dietlein
Debra Dillon
Ben Dillow
Karl Dirham
Janelle Dittus
Casey Dixon
Holly Dobbeck
Danica Dodge
Jennifer Dolphin
Emily Dore
Ann Dorn
James Dort
Danae Dougherty
Heather Dougherty
Laura Douglas
Nicole Douthit
Jason Dowd
Daniel Downs
Jamie Dozier
Kristen Drummond
Rebecca Duby
Shanna Duckett
Richard Dudley
Pamela Duhrkoop
Justin Dukes
Brianna Earlley
Anna Edwards
Bryan Edwards
Isaac Edwards
Thomas Edwards
Krystal Eichelberger
Benjamin Eichenberger
Tristan Ellingsworth
Heather Eslinger
Levi Eslinger
Jennifer Fagaragan
Rosemary Fama
Amanda Farmer
Melissa Farmer
Shannon Farmer
Crystal Farnsworth
Brittany Farrer
Michael Favale
Jessica Fegles
Margi Felix
Carice Fell
Emily Ferguson
Tyler Fidanzo
Emily Fike
Chris Fine
Grant Finney
Lindsay Finney
Leighann Fischer
Meaghan Fischer
Ashley Fisher
Stephanie Fisher
Traci Flitcraft
Michelle Flock
Ryan Fobert
Stacy Fodge
Chris Fogg
Andrew Folkert
Emily Fong
Jesse Foote
John Fortes
Timothy Fouch
Crystal Fowler
Shawn Fox
Leonia Franzwa
Lindsey Franz
Brianna Fredericks
Melody Frederic
Troy Fridley
Alyssa Friesen
Jeff Friesen
Megan Fritts
Kenneth Froescher
Mark Frykholm
Chelsie Fry
Elizabeth Fuller
Mariam Galgalo
1
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Kathryn Galloway
Ramona Gamayo
Muzi Gao
Jessica Gardnei
Kellie Garrison
Kelly Garvin
Katharine Gaskilli
Josey Gaslin
Loren Gaukrogei
Kara Geertz
Catharine Gellings
Yelena Gerasimov
Joshua Gerdes
Lukus Gerrish
Philip Getsinger
Rachel Giffey-Brohaugh
Jessica Gilbert
Tracy Gilbert
Bryce Gillespie
Laurie Gilliam
Angie Gill
Rainie Gordon
Steven Gotter
Bethany Gottfried
Benjamin Gowan
Amanda Gowin
Jennifer Gowin
Tiana Graff
Adam Gray
Bryan Gray
James Gray
Kristen Gray
Kirsten Green
August Greve
Daniel Grierson
Christina Grieve
Gary Griffith
Caleb Gritters
Matt Grosenbach
Wesley Grossman
Jonathan Grover
Kirk Grover
Daniel Guidry
Larae Guillory
Katey Gunzel
Tyler Hadley
Carly Hagen
Evan Hagen
Henry Hagen
Catherine Hager
Lindsay Hagler
Tyler Hale
Jan Hallock
Michelle Hall
Cassandra Halvorson
Chloe Hamann
Daniel Hammerquist
Andrew Hammond
Christopher Hammond
Erich Hangartner
Meghan Hansen
Nicole Hansen
Paul Hansen
Damon Hanson
Derrick Hanson
Jonathan Hanson
Bryan Harada
Jocelyn Harder
Bridgette Harmon
David Harrison
Amy Harris
Chelsea Harris
Elizabeth Harris
Emily Harris
Laura Harris
Seth Harris
Hannah Harrod
David Harvey
Sarah Harwood
Andrew Haskell
Jennifer Haskin
Scott Hawkins
Zachary Hayes
Beth Haynie
Paul Hays
Emily Hazel
Ethan Headley
Kathleen Heater
David Heberling
Nicholas Hedgecocfl
Bill Hege
Rebecca Heide
Ian Heitz
Katie Helm
Abraham Henderson
Holly Hendrix
Tyler Henning
Heather Hermans
Madeline Herman
Beth Hernandez
Andrew Herr
Joseph Hertel
Megan Hertel
Philip Heu-Weller
Yutaro Higa
Matt Higgins
Stephanie Higgins
Audrey Higuera
I Catherine Hill
Dave Hingston
Benjamin Hintz
Shunta Hirakawa
Bryan Hoerr
Joel Hoffman
Lianne Hoffman
Erin Hofseth
Gregory Hoiland
Jason Holcombe
, Claire Holiday
_
Kirsten Holler
Lacey Holman
Rachel Honan
Aubrey Hoover
Lance Hoover
Joshua Hopkins-Hubbard
Udai Hoshi
Tyler Hoskins
John Hossler
Micah Howe
Thomas Howe
Chu-Kai Huang
Jaime Hubka
Justin Hudec
Kimberly Hudson
Paige Huggins
Paige Huggler
Kari Hunnicutt
Tyson Hunter
Matthew Hyland
Chelsea Ingber
Gabriel Ingham
Benjamin Ingle
Andrew Isbell
Shuntaro Ishibashi
.....
t - \
Matt Ivey
Peter Jackman
Lindsay Jacobs
Sarah Jacoby
Robby Jamison
Rick Janosek
Ashley Jansen
Walter Jaquith
Steve Jaureguizar
Mandy Jenkins
Melinda Jennings
Bethany Jertberg
Rachel Jertberg
Andrew Johnson
Breanne Johnson
Eva-Lynn Johnson
Gregory Johnson
Hannah Johnson
Jennifer Johnson
Jody Johnson
Nathan Johnson
Ryan Johnson
Suzanne Johnson
Dustin Johnston
Amanda Jones
Jessica Jones
Nichole Joor
Emily Jorgense
Su Jung
Malorie Junkertj
Elizabeth Jury
Rachelle Kaiser
Ashley Kamimae
Casey Kanen
Zachary Kanen
Kristen Karns
Kenneth Kaufman
Randall Kaufman
Mami Kawaguchi
Daniel Kawamoto
Amy Keaton
Benjamin Kelley
Johannan Kelly
Anne-Marie Kendall
Meghan Kennedy
Peter Keyser
Kris Killam
Lucas Kimmel
Hannah Kim
Jeong Kim
Jin Kim
Seok Kim
David King
Eric King
Ayano Kinjo
Rachel Kirschenmann
Jamie Klanderud
Julie Kleese
Brittany Klingaman
Amy Knight
Michael Knight
Kathleen Knutson
Christian Kofi
Jill Kojima
Whitney Kolb
Kelsey Koller
Kevin Kopple
Heidi Korver
Laura Koscheka
Joel Krebs
Aubrey Kress
Erin Kress
Tamara Kreutz
r Emily Kroening
Keeton Kroon
zabeth Kuzmovich
Mary Kuzmovich
Annetta Kyllingmark
Tl3
s
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Dorcas Kyllingmark
Krystal Kyniston
Terah Laack
Heather Labine
Lia LaBrant
Jill Lacey
Tyler Lacoma
Travis Laloli
Anna LaMar
Jesse Lamm
Grace Lane
Casey Lanning
Jared Lanning
Megan Larkin
Danielle Larson
Sarah Lasfetto
Michael Lauck
Craig Laughland
Cassie Lawrence
Amy Layton
Gina La-Savio
Melinda Lease
Ryan Ledbetter
Hye-Jin Lee
Jonathan Lee
Stacey Lee
Roshell Lehtonen
Kristen Leichty
Matthew Leininger
Kimberly Leith
Naomi Levell
Timothy Lewis
Stephanie Lilley
Shanda Lindsay
Amber Linkh
Mary Livingston
Michelle Livingsta
Bo Li
Paula Lockwooc
Tiffany Logan
Melissa Longwell
Marissa Lopez
Chelsea Louie
Jennifer Loveless
Kailee Luell
Kiersten Luginbill
Magdalene Lundy
Meridith Lundy
Stephen Lund
Travis Lund
Elizabeth Lynch
Ryan MacKenzie
Scott Mackey
Jolene Madsen
Jacinda Mainord
Lance Malmberg
Cory Mandina
Nathan Mansfield
Ashley Marcu
Melissa Marek
Linda Marinos
Kimberly MarKell
Jon Maroni
Justin Marshall
Christine Marsh
Jason Marsh
Tracy Martinson
Andrew Martin
Andrew Martin
Brittn Martin
Seth Martin
Taylor Martin
Jessica Maslen
Marc Mason
Kelsey Masters
Kayin Mathae
David Mathiang
Yoshie Matsunami
Aaron Maves
Drew Maves
Lindsey McCabe
Aaron McClntock
Nikiole McCorkle
Ashley McCutchen
Jared McCutchen
Nathan McDaniel
Tim McFarlan
Amanda McGowan
Lacey McGuire
Kellie Mclntyre
Janna McKee
Shawn McKenzie
Patrick McKinney
Anna McLain
Joshua McLean
Lindsay McLemore
Shawna McMahon
Micah McNeal
Randall McNeal
Richard McNeal
Jennifer McNeely
Adrian McPherson
Heidi Meador
Julie Medema
David Meek
Naomi Meier
Heather Mellema
Benjamin Melvin
Kristy Mercer
Sean Merrick
Scott Merrin
Brianna Metzler
Mark Metzler
John Middleton
Shannon Miles
Donald Miller
Megan Miller
Kayla Ming
Jennifer Miser
Ryo Mizuno
Hannah Moats
Jacob Moe
Megan Moline
Tenley Molzahn
Heather Monk
Terese Monnette
John Moore
Eliza Morain
Cara Moran
Gracie Morell
Amber Morgan
Jessica Morgan
Kayla Morgan
Nicole Morrison
Stephanie Morton
Ramie Mount
Katie Moye
Hideki Murayoshi
Ashley Murray
Emily Myers
Mary Myers
Elizabeth Nagreen
Michelle Nakagawa
Mari Nakahara
Junko Nakamatsu
Angela Napier
Sarah Neill
Amber Nelson
Erica Nelson
Heather Nelson
Timothy Nelson
Kersondra Nephew
David Neubauer
Benjamin Nevills
Andrew Newberry
Anna New
Amanda Newman
Courtney Ngai
Hai Nguyen
Nam Nguyen
Kristina Nicholson
Chase Nichols
Kaitlin Nirschl
Josiah Nishita
Matthew Noble
Matthew Nofziger
Michael Nolan
Charith Norvelle
Sofia Novitskaia
Melissa Noyd
Cameron O'Connell
Cindy O'Connell
Kelsi Okamura
Saurra Olesen
Amanda Olson
Tyler Olson
Katelin O'Malley
Phronsie Orozco
John Walker Orr
Trevor Orton
Maki Oshiro
Natsuko Oshiro
Kathryn Osterud
Laurie Osterud
Nathan Otto
Mac Ovenell
Jennifer Overstreet
Daniel Owen
Mari Oyama
Stacey Ozga
Amy Pace
William Padot
Pinar Pakkan-Ince
Dylan Palmer
Mary Panner
Jocelyn Parenteau
Jenna Parisi
Chelsea Parker
Christopher Parker
Aaron Park
Kristi Parsons
Rian Patrick
Evangeline Pattison
Craig Paulin
Laurel Payne
Adam Peaker
Kyle Pearson
Christy Penney
Rachael Perrell
Bonita Persons
Daniel Peterson
Kimberlee Peterson
Lindsay Peterson
Marie Peterson
Brice Peters
Tera Pfremmer
Jordan Philips
Stefanie Philips
Rebecca Phillips
Aura Pierce
Evann Pierce
Darian Pike
Caleb Pilling
Jenny Pink
Lindsay Pischel
Katherine Plumb
James Polits
Darrick Pope
Daniel Potter
Sean Powers
Stephen Pratt
Eva Preskey
Arwen Presley
Joshua Priester
April Pritchard
Jena Pritchard
Samuel Provoast
Tracy Prybyla
Jeff Pugh
Shea Pugh
Jordan Purdy
Kyle Putnam
Brittany Quinn
Nicole Quiring
Alma Quiroga
Courtney Raaum
tephen Radley
andal Ralston
Kaleigha Ramey
Noelle Randle
Theresa Rardin
Kara Rasmussen
Peder Rauen
Chelsea Rauscher
Tyrel Rawlins
Arianne Reagor
McKenzie Reeve
Breanne Reeve
Caitlin Reilly
Matthew Reinstadler
Rachel Reitmeyer
Jillian Renner
Benjamin Reshey
Allison Reti
Kristen Rhoades
Brady Rhodes
Deidre Rhodes
Rebecca Rhuman
Susann Rice
Suzanne Rice
Mark Richeson
Gehrig Richins
Robert Riddle
Kelly Riechers
Anna Riedl
Andrew Riese
Lisa Riesterer
Kirsten Riggan
Valerie Ring
Jessica Ritchey
Sara Ritchey
Brittany Robbins
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Michelle Roberts
Michol Roberts
Ryan Rockwood
Damaris Rodela
Elizabeth Rodman
Chris Roenicke
Aaron Rogall
Brett Rogers
Laura Rogers
Valerie Rogers
Shayda Rohani
Paul Roh
Megan Roosevelt
Kelli Roots
Amy Roseberg
Jessica Rosenbohm
Alexander Rose
Ashley Rosier
Natalie Roth
Tabitha Rotter
Robert Rowley
Jessica Royer
Jonathan Rueda
David Rueter
Brandon Rupp
Brian Rurik
Carson Russell
Kathryn Russo
Karli Saathoff
Stephen Saavedra
Dania Salgado
Alexandra Salter
Tyler Saltiel
Jonathan Sargent
Brent Satern
Hironobu Sato
Julia Scanlon
Evan Schanzenbach
Lauren Scheel
David Schiedler
Kevin Schiedler
Jamie Schlatter
Elizabeth Schmaltz
Aaron Schmick
Joanna Schmidt
Joy Schneider
Nicholas Schneider
Tom Sen ram
Jourdan Schroder
Caitlin Schroeder
Caleb Schroeder
Lauren Schuetze
Karena Schutt
Danielle Scrivner-
Joerger
Bethany Scully
Gabriel Scully
Brian See
Jamie Seibert
Tyler Seifman
David Seregow
Emily Seregow
Nicholas Serrone
Elizabeth Seybold
Chrislyn Seybold
Sarah Shadrick
Travis Shafer
Leslie Shankland
Alayna Shaw
Jillian Shaw
Marty Shaw
Teresa Shaw
Annan Sheffield
Elijah Sheldon
Rebekah Shelton
Ian Sheppard
Mai Shimabukuro
Patrick Shuckerow
Matt Simpson
Stephen Sines
Rose Sinnhuber
Stephanie Skelton
Rachael Skjelstad
Aaron Smart
Kendall Smitherman
1 *
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Amy Smith
Carly Smith
Cassia Smith
Dana Smith
Emily Smith
Kristi Smith
Sidney Smith
Brooke Smoot
Brian Snider
Aundrea Snitker
Lucas Snodgrass
Jeremy Snyder
Melinda Sockolov
Brice Sodorff
Visal Sok
Sherrie Soleim
Britta Sonerholm
Kevin Sonoff
Anders Sorestad
Aaron Sparks
Brittany Spencer
Heather Spencer
Blakely Spillar
Amanda Spotts
Jordan Stacy
Ashley Stallman
Mya Stanley-Jones
Haley Stapleton
Mark Starr
Stacey Stearns
Chris Stebbins
Jamie Steinfeld
Amber Stevens
Kristen Stewart
Ryan Sticka
Andrea Stiegler
Alan Stokke
Linzi Stolsig
Brittany Stoltz
Mark Stone
Leah Storer
Linnea Strandy
Matthew Stratton
Tara Strever
Jennifer Strong
Brady Strutz
Brittanie Strutz
Susan Suihkonen
Robert Summers
Whitney Svoboda
Isaac Swain
Amanda Swanson
Jessica Sweeney
Shara Swindler
Scott Szalay
Nicole Tabbal
Aubrei Taennler
Dustin Talbott
Ciara Talley
Malia Tamashiro
Tiffany Tangen
Jordan Tangonan
Jennylyn Tapat
Robin Taylor
Ryan Taylor
James Tchalemian
Selena Thannickal
Ryan Tharp
Candice Thiessen
Bradley Thomas
Joel Thomas
Kelsey Thomas
Christopher Thompson
James Thompson
MaryBeth Thompson
Haley Thornburg
Nicole Thorne
Tessa Thralls
Tyrel Tinner
Kota Tokashiki
Aiko Tomiyama
Amanda Tompkins
Jessica Tonagel
Alison Towne
1?
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Matthew Treadway
Kelsey Tresemer
Amaris Tronson
Nora Trujillo
Win Tse
Kerstyn Tsuruda
Kristina Tucker
Chelsea Tuning
Steve Tussing
Katlynn Tuttle
Emily Twyman
Brooke Tyrrell
Yusuke Uchiyama
Jennifer Ulmer
Lacey Ulmer
Benjamin Ulrich
Ryan Ury
Katy Valdez
Marina Valesa
Caroline Valmont
Holly Vanbrocklin
Lance Vanderveer
Jeff Vander Stoep
Ryan Van Oostrum
Jordan Vargas
Tessa Vergari
Elizabeth Voth
Miriam Voth
Lacey Wade
Melanie Wagner
Rebecca Wahls
Emily Wakeling
John Walker
Lindsey Walker
Pilar Walker
Christina Wallace
Margaret Wallis
Rebecca Walsh
Jun Wang
Solomon Wang
Walter Ward
Lindsay Waring
Shannon Waritz
Bryce Warren
Whittney Warren
Crystal Waters
Krystal Waters
[ Brittany Watilo
Emily Watters
Anna Watts
David Way
Annie Weare
Megan Weaver
Jared Weber
Megan Weber
Caitlyn Wehr
Adam Weishaar
Mackenzie Welch
Ryan Weldon
Kendra Wells
Lesley Welstad
Brent Welton
Daniel Wentzell
Travis Wesley
Jason Wessell
Sara Whelan
Jessica Whitaker
Laura White
Sarah White
Nicole Wiegand
Justin Wiens
Diana Wight
Kara Wigowsky
Arial Wilcox
Jordan Wilde
Marylesa Wilde
Tyler Wilkinson
Timothy Williamson
Trevor Williamson
Christine Williams
Mark Williams
Melissa Williams
Sarita Williams
Zachary Williams
Patrick Willis
Brandon Wilson
Jennifer Wilson
Reese Wilson
Zachary Wilson
Kayla Winkler
Naomi Winterstei
Brenna Withers
Kalie Witherspoon
Christian Wold
Deborah Wold
James Wolfer
Lindsey Wolford
Erica Wolf
Joseph Wolk-Laniewski
Rachel Wolk-Laniewski
Ashley Woodard
Cassandra Wood
Corrie Woods
Suzanne Wood
Laura Wynkoop
Philip Wynsma
Katelyn Wythe
Yukihiro Yamashita
Rachel Yim
Feven Yirdaw
Daisuke Yonamine
Michiko Yoshizato
Melissa Youngberg
Timothy Young
Brian Zaro
Rachel Zeller
Olesya Zherebilov
Bethany Zirschky
Brittney Zosel
Jonathan Zurcher
Stefanie Zurcher
All smiles, Aiko Tomiyama hangs
sunny day in the quad.
HI pursuit
academic li
ellence is in the details. Bonita Per-
s puts the finishing touches on a funky
amic bowl.
i
Now don't think too hard... Ian Becker
concentrates in true academia fashion.
Right:
Debbie Berho
demonstrates
a conjugation
to her class.
Below:The
Hawaii Club
was well
represented
at the Club
Ea±r_ At_
Right: Jared Weber and
Grant Finney pay close
attention to the lecture
in their Health and PE
Methods class.
"And I have filled him with
the Spirit of God, in wifidom,
and in undCTBtanding, and in
knowledge, and in all manner
of workmanship" Exodus 31:3
Left: Reyna Salinas
tests her knowledge of
the human phalanges.
Below: Justin Hudec, Matt
Hyland, Zach Assink,
Shawn Fox and Lindsay
Peterson come together
to discuss plans for
the next University
Ambassador's event.
Below:
Jolene
Madsen and
Caitlin
Reilly sell
tickets
for an ASC
event
.
Left: Linzi Stolsig and Brittany
Watilo participate in a class
discussion after a lecture.
Far Left Top: When a thought comes
to mind, don't be afraid to speak
up, just as Darrick Pope is doing in
class.
Far Left Bottom: In an engaging
manner, Steve Sherwood challenges
his students to respond.
m
From demanding
and rigor, to the
courses where
students can just sit
back And enjoy,
there are a wide
variety of classes to
partake in while at
Fox. And who knows?
That dreaded gen-
ed course just might
become your TWnf
major.
Above: Engineering majors,
Jake Moe and Jeff Friesen
try their luck in solving
a problem.
Right: Sarah Bruce spins
the wheel to make a bowl
while in Ceramics.
lore than just
theabcB
Far Left: Kersondra
Nephew, Ranie Gordan,
and Deidre Rhodes
listen to speeches in
their Introduction to
Communications class.
Left: Brice Sodorff
examines his beaker
in the Chemistry lab.
Below: Katie Helm takes
time for a chuckle in
class.
Left: Brittn
Grey takes
notes and
listens
while in
her Spanish
class.
Left: Meridith Lundy and
Kayla Morgan help each
other with an assignment
in their education class
Right: Jolene Madsen and
Mark Sundquist face off in
a heated game of basketball
during a health and human
performance class.
Below: Professor Irv
Brendlinger regales his
class with his literature
interpretation skills.
Above: Jeff
Vander Stoep
and Jessica
Rosenbohm ex-
periment with
electronics in
their engineer-
ing class.
Right: Josh By-
bee touches up
his work for
pottery class. it
Left: Malorie Wilson and Andrew Englen
battle it out during drama class.
Middle Left: Ryan Weldon performs a
delicate engineering maneuver.
world of academia
Above: Charles Weathers,
Amy Endicott and Paula
Lockwood listen intently
and take notes during one
of their Business class
lectures.
Center Left: Elizabeth
Seybold and Arwen Presley
share a look at the "Good
Book."
Left: Professor Terry
Steele gives a Sociology
lecture to his intrigued
students.
graduation
Far Right: President
Brandt congratulates
Arlene Burnham and
presents her with her
degree.
Right: Troy Snyder and
Adam Snow smile while
anticipating their
upcoming freedom.
Above: Brian Slagle crosses
the threshold into life after
collegiate education.
Right: The brothers of Patrick
Kibler are presented with
Patrick's honorary degree.
Above: Christy Chick
proudly displays her hard
earned degree.
Left: Robbie Bletscher
celebrates his newly
received freedom.
At last it is
here. Graduation.
With many hugs and
tears, graduates say
goodbye and set
out into the real
world where they will
find that there is
life beyond Fox.
The memories and
friendships made have
been priceless, but
it is time to move
on
itt5 time
Left:
Elizabeth
Clark
finishes up
her
college
basketball
career
strong.
Above: Kelly Carroll tests out
his pumpkin carving skills at the
Fall Retreat.
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(Ains cut
eeking God with everything
Belt it out! Jeremy Brown leads worship
during the Winter Serve chapel.
Below: Mmmm.
. .meat!
Chris Roenicke enjoys a
hearty slab of cow at a
Manistry event.
Below: Preparing for
a song, Laura Douglas
gears up for a time of
worship at the Women's
Retreat.
Below:
Ryan
MacKenzie
flashes his
pearlies
while a
Manistry
speaker
exhorts
the young
men.
for the living wate
Manistry and Illuminate are two of
the ways that students at Fox can grow
closer to Christ. In segregated time
of worship, prayer, and fellowship,
men and women are brought to their
meeting place with the Lord. Above: Enjoying the peace of dusl
two young ladies of God escap
from the commotion to spend tin
with their Savior
Left: The girls play
a giggling game
together.
Below: joy Schneider
glances over to the
camera in the midst of
her quiet time.
Left: Must be an
inside joke. . .Lacey
Holman comes up behind
Kiersten Luginbill to
join in on the fun at
the Illuminate Women's
Retreat.
Left:
President
Brandt
addresses
students at
the beginning
of Serve Day.
Far Left:
Pilar Walker
smiles as she
trims the
weeds.
Below:
Evangeline
Pattison
enjoys a
little raking.
Left:
Sean Powers
and Anders
Sorestad enjoy
a meal after
a hard day's
work.
Left:
Reyna Salinas
wears a big
smile as
she works
outside in
the wonderful
weather
serving the
community
with her
excellence in
horticulture.
serve day
do
This day was all about serving the COTTVTUJJlltiy
of Newberg. It's a day devoted to getting dirty,
sharing stories, creating memories, and having
fun! "For even the Son of Man did not come to be
served, but to serve, and to give his life as a
ransom for many." -Mark 10:45
Left:
Foreign exchange students, Hye-
Jin Lee, Maki Oshiro, Natsuko
Oshiro, and Aiko Tomiyama stand
in the cold morning sun and
wait for the serving to begin!
Right: Travis Wesley practices his
leaping skills during the Spring
Retreat.
Below: Bonding over a board game,
students enjoy some friendly
competition.
Far Below: Spending quality time
together, Matt Cox and Jordan
Philips chill on the beach.
retreats
is the daylight dimmed from the sandy
beach, students appeared along with
the stars. They excitedly stomped
on the sand, creating phosphorescence
algae sparks. As the CXCltXTftCXTC
slowed and people returned to their
cabins, a group of kids stayed on the
beach, glorifying God in His wonderous
creation. The retreats were spiritually
challenging and called for true
growth.
Above: Taking some time off
Drew Burson pets his ne
friend
Top:
Concentrating
on her
artwork,
Kendall
Smitherman
carves out a
face on her
pumpkin.
Left: In
the heart
of worship
Bethany Bylsma
and Nicole
Bresnahan
pour out their
souls to the
Father during
the Spring
Retreat.
Right: Students prepare to serve
food at Dave's Table in Portland.
Below: The leader of Urban
Services, Kofi (Matthew)
Zlatnik brings the group
together for prayer before
heading out on a Friday night.
on Friday night.
Right: Hands
held high, Brice
Sodorff and Jeff
Pugh spend time
in worship to
their Creator.
mLeft: Students
offer their time
every friday
night at Dave's
Table in Portland
and in Salem,
serving the
homeless through
Urban Services.
ministries
After prayer and a long van ride, students arrive at Dave's
Table in Portland, ready to serve. With smiles and open
hearts they dlBK Otlt potato salad and coffee to the
people who come through. Relationships are built and
friendships strengthened. Christ's love is portrayed
in a little way each Friday night during Urban Services.
Above: April Pritchard gives Dave, the organizer
of Dave's Table, a helping hand.
Left: After spending time in service and prayer,
students who come to Urban Services sing praises
to God under the bridges of Portland.
university
players
"Holla!" "Lujah!" The players add life and
excitement to the George Fox campus and beyond. This
team travels to churches, schools BJ\A even maximum
security prisons sharing God's love through their
funny yet pOMTCrful skits. "Jesus is bigger than
your puny little sin... and a whole lot tougher too!"
Right: Looks
like the
Players are
taking a
much needed
break.
.
.
or maybe the
drama was just
too much for
them.
ight: "Ouch,
that really
hurts!" Jeff
Bader whips
out another
round of
everyone's
favorite skit,
"An Annoying
Little Sin."
Left: It's the crazy side of
crayola! Who knew coloring
could be so much fun?
Center: Jeff Bader trembles
in fear as Justin Hudec, to
everyone's suprise, offers him
a hankie.
Far Left: This
"happy" family enjoys
a wonderful Sunday
morning drive to
church
.
Left: Satan, (A.K.A.
Andrew Englen),
encourages his next
contestant, Immo
Rality (Kris Killam),
in the "Sin Game."
Below: A larger than
life angel (Nicole
Tibbal) shares her
excitement about
God with Will Thomas
(Justin Hudec).
Above: Alma Quiroga and Heidi
Korver have suddenly become barn
animals in, "It Could Always be
Right: Katie
Heater and
Lindsey
Wolford show
how much fun
washing dishes
really can be.
Far Right:
Diana Wight
and Brian
Salwasser
work in a
soup kitchen
serving food.
Below: It's
not all about
scrubbing. A
trip member
plays with
children
during the
trip.
Below Right:
How many tins
of Crusin'
Pudding could
you eat? Dan
Hammerquist
stacks them
up.
talk
Serve Trips
Jesus calls us to be of RCrViCC to
others. With that in mind, teams venture
out during Winter and Spring Vacation
to serve others and share the Lord. Team
members learn how to love in a Christ-like
manner and show the Lord their hCflUTt.
Far Above: Janelle Dittus shows
her excitement and enthusiasm
for the upcoming week.
Above: Masked servants pose
with an unknown stranger.
Left: Serve trips are also a
way for International Students
to get involved.
Middle Right:
Kevin Bennie
takes a break
from his
guitar playing
to meditate on
Christ.
Right: Matt
Boswell leads
a group in
worship at
Greenroom.
Far Above: Rachel Yim,
Greenroom Coordinator, takes
time away from administrative
duties to worship.
Above: Bevan Alumbaugh has a
quiet time of prayer.
Left: Campus
Pastor Gregg
Lamm guides
his sheep with
encouragement
and The Word.
Left: Dig in!
Molly Boyle
presents a
different form
of worship as
she indulges
in her tasty
treat at the
Fall Retreat.
with Jesus
George Fox is a place where people can come together
and be in the presence of God. There are various ways
students can encounter God, be it worship, enjoying
the beauty of nature, or just kicking back and hav-
ing a good time. Fox provides many opportunities for
students to worahip, including Chapel, Greenroom, All
Campus Retreats, and Serve trips, to name a few.
Left: Lindsey Wolford and Julie
Wilson dig themselves into a deep
hole at the Spring Retreat.
The wind up, and the pitch! Lacey Wade
throws a fastball to an unsuspecting batt<
Lay hard
r go home
!
Above: What a
block! Brett
Copeland tries
to slam the ball
down
,
but his
opposition will
have none of it.
>
i
Above: Justin Hudec tries to
maintain control of the ball.
Right: Kory Baker vies for the
ball during a soccer game.
uralB
n't touch this
Intramurals provide students with
a great way to get involved and
be a part of some KCKTiOUB
competition if they don't play
sports here at GFU. With sports
ranging from basketball to dodgeball
and everything in between, students
are sure to find something.
Top Left: What a pass! Valerie Rogers
hits the ball as Drew Johnson looks on.
Left: Mac Ovenell looks for an opening
during a game.
Bottom Left: Brice Sodorff rolls the ball
back into play during a soccer game.
Below: Cameron Beatty guards Nick Serrone.
women s c
a strong start gave
the Lady Bruins all of the
confidence they needed to have a
season. Their
sixth place finish at Regionals
secured the womens' reputation
as a strong team. By the end
of the fie&fion the women
had put six members on the Top
25 All-Time Performances list
at GFU. In addition, they sent
one member to Nationals, Anna
McLain, where she finished 95th.
Right: Beth Jertberg,
Leighann Fischer, and
Whittney Harris stick
together and push each
other at the beginning
of their race.
Far Right: As the gun
goes off, the girls
get settled into their
osition and get up to
the speed that they
jwill try to maintain
the entire race.
Far Left: Rachel Giffey-Brohaugh, Bethany
Adams and Carrie Brain pace each other for the
first part of their race.
Left: And They're Off! The girls break away
from the pack as they start the race.
Left Below: Keeping the pace! Leighann Fischer
presses on, sure to stay one step ahead of her
opponent, Lewis and Clark, as she nears the
end of the race.
Scoreboard
Pacific 1 of 6
Lewis and Clark 1 of 8
Bear Fete 1 of 7
Willamette 13 of 31
UC San Diego 11 of 27
Nike-Danner
Blue Lake 5 of 11
Northwest Conference
Championships 4 of 9
Regional 6 of 16
Above: The team proudly
poses with their first
place trophy from
the Lewis and Clark
Invitational
.
Far Left:
Anna McLain leads
teammates Bethany
Adams, Whittney Harris
and Rachel Giffey-
Brohaugh towards the
finish line.
Left:
Show 'em Who's Boss!
Beth Jertberg maintai
the lead against her
opponent from Linfield
Right: Troy Fridley
stays one step in
front of his oppo-
nents.
Far Right: Almost
there, Michael Chuol
nears the finish line
of the Lewis and Clark
Invitational. At this
meet Chuol placed Znd.
Chuol also placed 9th
at Regionals, narrowly
missing Nationals.
Great effort!
men' s x
Although the 40-60 miles
a week that this sport
requires may seem like
punishment to many,
this group of tough
rtlTUTCITB not only
endured the task, but
enjoyed doing it.
Finishing a strong fourth
at Conference proved that
running for fun could
also be a very serious and
competitive endeavor that
they were ready and willing
take 0n
- Right:
Craig Paulin and Jake
Moe lead the pack. Moe
was named All West
Region after placing
32nd at Regionals.
for fun
Far Left: Picking them
off, David Delmore
passes one opponent at
a time as he makes his
way toward the finish.
Left: Staying strong,
David Mathiang paces
himself as he nears
the end of his race.
Scoreboard
Pacific 4 of 6
Lewis and Clark 2 of 8
Bear Fete 3 of 7
Willamette 15 of 28
UC San Diego 8 of 20
Nike-Danner
Blue Lake 8 of 9
Northwest Conference
Championships 4 of 9
Regional 7 of 14
Above Left: Ben Dort and Brian Cobb
push each other.
Above: Receiving the prize! The
i
boys receive their awards after th
Lewis and Clark Invitational.
Left: All of the teams get on the
line as they prepare for the gun t
go off.
bJTp.«t fipdke
volleyball
i*^ u^a^a u„a Right: Trc
"Once we bonded we had
some really good games
and laughs, re
looking forward to next
season, because we're
going to POCk the
house!
"
- Freshman Whitney Kolb
Top Left:
Nicole Stewart
is setting up
a play for her
teammates.
Middle Right:
Karinda Cruse
spikes the ball.
Right: Kelsey
Koller receives ]
the ball from
the other team.
aci
Flitcraft gets
ready for a
spike.
Above: Linzi Stolsig prepares to hit the
ball with support from her teammates.
Left: Shayla
Armstrong and
Elizabeth
Anderson block
the ball against
their opponent.
scoreboard
Opponent
St. Thomas
Wisconsin-La Crosse
Nebraska Wesleyan
Puget Sound
Claremont-Mudd-Scripps
La Verne
Whittier
Redlands
Whitman
Whitworth
Warner Pacific
Lewis &Clark
Puget Sound
Linfield
Pacific
Pacific Lutheran
Willamette
Whitman
Whitworth
Cal-Santa Cruz
Lewis & Clark
Puget Sound
Linfield
Pacific
Pacific Lutheran
Willamette
W/L
L
L
W
L
W
W
w
L
L
W
W
W
L
L
W
L
W
L
W
W
L
W
L
W
L
L
Score
0-3
0-3
3-2
2- 3
3-0
0-3
3-2
1- 3
1-3
3-0
3-1
3-1
0-3
1- 3
3-2
0-3
3-0
0- 3
3-1
3-1
1- 3
3-2
1-3
3-1
3
1-3
f
Above: Specializing in back row
defense, Haley Stapleton prepares
to bump the ball.
Left: Shayla Armstrong dives for
the ball and makes an amazing save
for the team.
Above: Linzi Stolsig slams one dow
against the other team.
Right: Not
about to let the
opposition have
a goal, Cherie
Beck wards off
the attack.
Scoreboard
Opponent Win/Loss Score
West Baptist
South Oregon
Warner Pacific
Cascade
Pacific
Whitworth
Whitman
Lewis & Clark
Puget Sound
Willamette
Pac Lutheran
Linfield
Pacific
Whitman
Whitworth
Puget Sound
Lewis & Clark
Willamette
Linfield
Overall Record
1-2
4-1
3-0
6-0
1-3
0- 1
1- 3
1-0
0-2
0- 2
1- 2
4- 1
2-0
0-3
4- 1
0- 7
2-0
1- 3
5- 1
9-10
Above: Anxious for the ball, Jill
Steinfeld jumps for a header
as other members of the team
desperately jump as well.
Above: Emily Atkinson dribbles the
ball as the opposition attempts to
steal it away.
Right: Melissa Noyd guards the
goal from the other team with great
determination.
women' s soccer
Left: Jessica
Cardwell, team
goalie, sends the
ball flying in one
powerful kick.
A team depends on
Unity in order to
get it through the
season successfully.
One of the best tjCATTl
bliilding aspects,
according to Lacey
Holman, was the Bible
Studies held weekly at
the captain's house.
Upper Right: Julie
Alexander races to
the goal with her
opposition in hot
pursuit.
Far Left: Katlynn
Tuttle kicks the
ball away from her
opponent.
Left: Bethany
Zirschky gives the
ball a powerful
kick as her
teammates look on.
Above: Bethany Zirschky attempts to steal the
ball from her opponents and then searches for
an open teammate.
Above: Ryan Mackenzie makes
a stellar steal to regain the
offensive advantage.
Above Right: Jon Maroni
blocks out his opponent to
get possession of the ball.
Right: Ben Eichenberger heads
the ball with one flying leap.
Below Right: Defender Andrew
Paine keeps the ball out of
the net.
kickin
men s socc
These gMYB played soccer like
crazy! They worked hard to have
fun and COmpetCd at a hATtl
level. This tough sport brought
out the best in these guys as they
strove tiO have fun and Wil\\
Dnent Win/Loss JLUI C
thwest iL 1 -7
tral iL 0-7
State-Hayward T 1-1J. 1
ner Pacific iL VJ D
tworth iL J- D
tman 1 1-1
et Sound iL 7-4
ific (Ore.) iL 1 "7JL C—
lamette W D C.
ific Lutheran iL 7-3
field L 0-7
tman W 3-1
tworth W 2-0
et Sound L 0-1
ific (Ore.) L 1-2
lamette L 1-2
field W 1-0
ific Lutheran L 1-5
Left: Michael Chapman
reaches out to capture
the crossed ball.
Below: Brian Zaro runs
hard dribbling the
ball down the field
with Craig Laughland
supporting him on his
far right.
Left: The basketball team joins
in a group hug as they celebrate
winning the Regional Championship.
Left: Liz
Clark
directs
her
teammates
as she
prepares
to run an
offensive
play.
Above: Erin Powers
concentrates, aims, and
shoots the ball, scoring
another victory for her
team.
Left: Kim Leith dribbles
the ball right past a
defender.
Opponent Wins/Losses
Randolph-Macon L
Chapman
Pacific
Puget Sound
Willamette
Lewis & Clark
Pacific Lutheran
Wilamette
Whitworth
Neumann
Kalamazoo
Cascade
Cascade
Left: Karissa Boyd checks out her
options as Robin Taylor passes her
the ball.
Below: Brady Strutz has Poha
Henson paint him to show his Bruin
spirit.
sctory/
womenfs basketball
The basketball team sprang from humble
beginnings. Conference coaches ranked
our women's basketball team in the
middle of the conference. However,
they not only won the conference but
went on to the Elite 8 in Nationals!
Far Left: Kellie
Thomas races for the
net as Willamette
attempts to defend.
Left: Tiffany Behary
makes a shot as the
opponent fruitlessly
attempts to stop her.
Far Right: Philip
Heu-Weller goes up
for a shot against
Concordia. Heu-
Weller was named
All Conference
Honorable Mention
and averaged 10.8
points per game.
Right: Brent
Satern quickly
contemplates how
to get past his
opponent on his
trip to the basket.
Scoreboard
Northwest
Cal. Lutheran
Santa Cruz
Northwest
NW Christian
Concordia
Concordia
Walla Walla
Whitman
Whitworth
Multnomah Bible
Linfield
Willamette
Puget Sound
Pacific Lutheran
Pacific
Lewis & Clark
Whitman
Whitworth
Willamette
Linfield
Puget Sound
Pacific Lutheran
Pacific
Lewis & Clark
Final Record 18-7
59-63
78-91
95-83
56-54
65-62
64-69
75-59
68-71
78- 75
89- 78
90-68
81-76
87-94
68-66
83-71
77-71
67-65
79-75
61-53
77-101
90-85
L 84-91
H 72-57
V 88-69
V 86-72
NWC Record 13-3
W
W
|ht: Mark Gdyman goes up
>r a hook shot in a game
lainst Concordia. Gayman
,was the leading scorer
I averaging 18 per game
febounder, 8.1 per game,
p also earned Northwest
inference Player of the
Year.
taking charge
Far Left: Mark
Metzler goes for
a three pointer
although closely
guarded by
Concordia.
Left: Nate
Mansfield gets
off an easy three
point shot.
Above: Take it to the
hoop! Aaron Schmick waits
for a screen so he can
make a run to the hoop.
Far Above: Fighting for a
shot, Ben Melvin goes up
for a lay-in against PLU.
Above: Fancy
footwork! Chris
Parker takes a
not so easy lay
in from under
the hoop to add
two more points
in a close game
against Linfield
Parker had 153
season points.
Left:
Scott Szalay
fights his way to
the basket in
a game against
Puget Sound.
Szalay had 205
points and 185
rebounds this
season.
mens
basketball
With an 18-7 record and
a second place finish in
conference, the mens'
basketball tCHTH had
much to cheer about.
The guys flJ"UShiC(i
the season with the best
record in 11 years and
took some of the tjOp
honors in conference,
including player of th
year, Mark Gayman.
Above
:
Dan Predoehl gets the
crowd pumped up with
his cheese head and
wild hair!
Right:
The Bruin does his
best to keep a beat.
Right:
The Spirit Team's
Gretchen Bail gains
some height to
encourage the team on
to victory.
Top Left: The men get intense and
use their bodies to cheer on the
basketball team. Go Bruins
Top Right: Gretchen Bail, Poha
Henson, and Krystal Eichelberger
show the crowd what spirit really
is!
Left: Let's hear it for Court
Side Chaos' Dan Predoehl, Emma
Abihai and Amy Harris 1
stoked up|L chaos & spirit
Let's get this PHTty started!
i
Courtside Chaos and Spirit Leaders are
here to keep this house on fire as
Bruin Basketball teams hit the floor
hardcore/
game ecte
women's t
11 This year was called our
"building year." We have
a lot of talent, but with
only four returning players
we still needed to learn
the ropes of collegiate
play. This season was a lot
of fUn - on and off of the
court. I've had a blast and
made a lot of new friends
throughout the season. I
can't wait for next year!"
-Rebecca Crinnion
Above: Valerie Ring
hits a forehand shot.
Middle right: Risking
her life to save the
ball, Captain Laura
Rogers triumphantly
returns the corner
shot and wins the
match.
Right: Lindsay Hagler
concentrates hard and
envisions the ball
going over the net.
Left: Alayna Shaw returns a ball.
Below: With a piercing stare, Captain Laura
Rogers concentrates hard on returning a
difficult corner serve.
Puget Sound L
Lewis and Clark W
Whitworth W
Whitman L
Lewis and Clark W
Linfield L
Pacific W
Pacific W
Willamette L
Whitworth W
Whitman L
Puget Sound L
Pacific Lutheran L
Pacific Lutheran W
Puget Sound L
9-0
9-0
4- 5
5-4
1- 8
3-6
2- 7
7-2
3-6
Above: Women's Tennis
(Front Row) Laura
Rogers, Rebecca
Crinnion, Kelsie
Dalke, Courtney Ngai
,
Lindsay Hagler. (Back
Row) Coach Rick Cruz,
Lauren Schuetze,
Alayna Shaw, Jenny
Pink, Kristi Parsons,
Valerie Ring, Coach
Rob Cruz.
Far Left: Kelsie Dalke
gets in position to
return a shot.
Left: Rebecca Crinnion
hits a backhand.
Right:
Kyle Pearson reaches
out to make the hit
and score the points.
Below:
Chris Fogg takes his
swing to make a good
return as he battles
to win his match.
The Mens Tennis team
had some ups and downs this
season, but they worked
hard on improving their
game and making lHfiting
friendships. The team
had a good time growing
together.
Above (right to left): Back
Row: Coach Rick Cruz, Shawn
McKenzie, Tyson Hunter, Chris
Fogg, Jordon Vargas, Coach
Rob Cruz. Front Row: Ethan
Headley, Mac Ovenell, Dylan
Palmer, Kyle Pearson.
1 — I'llWmWfmWM m
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ennis
Left: Tyson Hunter gets into
position to return the shot.
Below: Mark Richeson extends
his forearm to return a
volley.
Puget Sound
Lewis and Clark
Whitman
Pacific
Linfield
Lewis and Clark
Whitworth
Pacific
Willamette
Whitworth
Whitman
Puget Sound
Pacific Lutheran
ii
Above: Shawn McKenzie returns a
shot.
Right: Ethan Headly concentrates
on returning the shot.
0-7
2-5
0-5
4-3
0-7
2-5
0- 7
2-4
2-5
1-6
1-6
0-7
0-7
Right: Michelle
Forbes, a national
qualifier in the
heptathalon and
the high jump,
races the 200
meter in a home
meet.
Below: Leighann
Fischer paces
herself in the 5K.
Scoreboard
4th in
Northwest
Conference
Above Left: Jenny Haskin takes her spin in the discus cage
before she throws.
Above Right: Lindsey Blankenship takes her time throwing
the hammer. Lindsey won conference the hammer throw event
and qualified for nationals.
Right: Terah Laack and Melissa Noyd push each other in
their 400 meter race at Willamette.
ether
womens' track and field
With such a small team, these women
had to work together. Whether it was
encouragement at practice or holding
each Other accountable, these women
found ways to make their small team
successful. They proved that teamwork
makes all the difference.
Above Left: Kelly
Bladorn pushes
herself on the last
stretch of the 400
meter race.
Far Left: Tori Black
stays perfectly
straight as she flies
over the pole vault
pit.
Left: Katie Alaimo
holds her position as
she tries to get as
much distance off her
jump as she can.
Above Center: Melissa Marek-Farris finishes
strong in her 400 meter hurdle race.
Above Right: Rachel Giffey-Brohaugh stays
on her opponent's shoulder during the 800
meter race.
willing
men s tra<
tjoendurt
ck and field
With a passion for
running, jumping and
throwing, and the
talent to go with it,
these men knew the
recipe for success.
They were willing to
endure any pressure
or challenge to come
out on top.
Above Right:
Doug Beatty
triple jumps at
Willamette.
Right: Travis
Laloli makes the
height for pole
vault.
Far Right: Brad
Bates works the
corner for his
leg of the 4x100
meter relay.
Right: Drew
Maves jumps into
the pit. Maves
placed Znd at
Conference in
the long jump.
Above: Josh Priester
strides out the last
stretch of the 400
meter.
Above: Brian Cobb
pushes through the
burn as he finishes
the 400 meter.
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Left: Ben Dillow,
one of the team's
decathletes,
throws the
discus, one of
the ten events
making up the
decathlon.
Below: David
Mathiang rounds
the first lap of
the 800 meter
race.
Scoreboard
4th in
Northwest
Conference
Left: Seth Harris (third
from left) competes in
the 100 meter hurdles
at Willamette. Harris'
best event was the 300
meter hurdles, which he
qualified for nationals
in.
Above Left: Jake Moe keeps his
stride in the 3K steeple chase.
Above: David Delmore and Jeff
Friesen pace each other in the 5k
Below: Kimberly Coleman catches
against Concordia early
in the season.
Right: Keep your eye on the ball!
Erica Nelson does just that as she
waits for the perfect moment to
hit.
Below: GFU's Women's Softball Team
for 2005.
Concordia L 11-2
Concordia W 4-1
Oregon Tech L 10-1
W. Baptist L 5-2
Concordia L 13-0
NW Christian W 3-1
Pac. Lutheran L 17-0
Pac. Lutheran L 5-2
Puget Sound W 9-1
Puget Sound L 5-0
Linfield L 9-0
Linfield L 11-0
Willamette L 1-0
Willamette L 11-3
Whitworth L 5-0
Whitworth L 7-0
Whitworth L 13-0
Whitworth L 7-0
Linfield L 10-4
Linfield L 1-0
Willamette L 2-1
Willamette L 5-3
Lewis & Clark W 13-0
Lewis & Clark W 5-1
Lewis & Clark W 14-6
Lewis & Clark W 4-3
Puget Sound W 5-2
Puget Sound L 7-1
Pac. Lutheran L 0-8
Pac. Lutheran L 1-8
Pacific L 1-4
Pacific W 3-0
Left: Nikki
Morrison throws
a heater while
pitching against
Concordia.
Above: Kelly
Gavin throws to
Lacey Wade in
an attempt to
get a member of
Concordia's team
out.
Left: Kayla
Winkler gets
ready to catch a
grounder.
softball
Softball is one
Far above: Cassie
Halvorson sprints towards
base.
Above: Katelin O'Malley
manages to catch the
softball just before it
hits the ground.
Above: First
year starter,
Kerstyn Tsuruda
takes a turn at
bat. "It was
great tripling
last year's
record and I'm
really looking
forward to next
year!"
grueling
sport.
5AM practices, to
practices in the
afternoon as well,
these girls have put
a huge amount
Of CffOrt into
making the team
better.
Right: Jordan Purdy winds up a
pitch and prepares to let it go.
Right:
One of the
players
slides
to first,
while his
opponent
tries to
tag him
out.
inaction
baseball
Around campus it was easy to tell that these
men were strongly optimistic about their game.
With a long winning streak they proved that they
were still strong and could handle the pressure
put on them since their National Title last
season. They finished co-conference Champions
and showed that they deserved to stay on top.
Center Right:
Pitcher Daniel
Grierson chooses
his pitch and lets
it go. Grierson
was one of the
best pitchers in
the conference.
He was awarded
Pitcher of the
Week several weeks
in a row after
pitching several
near perfect
games.
Right: Christopher
Braniff catches a
grounder, while
Dan Wentzell
stands back in
case anything were
to go wrong.
Left: Ryan Van
Oostrum, cen-
ter outfielder,
dives to catch
the ball and
get the batter
out.
Claremont L
McMurry W
Texas-Dallas W
Concordia W
West. Baptist W
Central Wash. L
Concordia L
Pac. Lutheran W
Linfield
Linfield
Linfield
West. Baptist W
Whitworth W
Whitworth W
Whitworth W
Concordia L
Whitman W
Whitman W
Whitman W
West. Baptist W
Willamette W
Willamette VU
Willamette W
Lewis & Clark W
Lewis & Clark W
Lewis & Clark W
Puget Sound
Puget Sound
Puget Sound
Concordia
Pac. Lutheran W
Pac. Lutheran L
Pac. Lutheran L
St. Martin's
Pacific
Pacific
Pacific
Chapman
Chapman
Capman
East-Bay
East-Bay
East-Bay
East-Bay
Above Left:
Outfielder
Daniel Downs
catches the
ball.
Left: Dan
Wentzell
comes up to
bat.
12- 13
9-5
11-0
9-2
18-9
4-5
1-4
9- 7
1-4
11-6
3- 6
11-4
4- 1
13- 1
11-3
3- 7
10- 1
15-6
27-2
7-6
9-3
9-0
4-0
11-4
14-0
7-2
12- 5
6-0
6-4
5-4
10- 3
2-4
5- 6
6- 3
9-3
6-5
9- 7
2- 10
3-4
3- 2
10- 5
2-3
4- 14
13- 11
Hang-LiV out and havin' fun. Meridith
Lundy enjoys a hearty laugh with her
housemates
.
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